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Case: 56451 Add optional coding Title columns to Current Year Budget by Position report
Added Fund Title, Orgn Title, Prog Title, Acct Title, and Posn Title columns to the Current Year Budget by Position report. These
columns are de-selected by default and can be enabled temporarily via the Advanced Options tab, or enabled permanently via
the Administration tab.

Case: 56478 Financial Statement Editor: FundType being mistaken for AcctType
Fixed a bug when entering a Fund Type into a Financial Statement the system was using the value when building the statement
as if it were an Acct Type.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 56165 "Created By" incorrect on Notifications
Removed the "Created By" label from Notification messages appearing under the bell icon on the site header bar, as it was
actually displaying the current logged in user's name i.e. the name of the user who the notification was for, not the creator.

Case: 56230 Dynamic Filter Procedures won't save when using > or <
Fixed a bug where the Dynamic Filter Procedures screen would reject SQL queries that contained > or < symbols.

Case: 56401 Add pop-out button to Attachments dialog
Added a pop-out button to the title bar of the Attachments dialog ("Document List") so that it can be dragged off onto a separate
monitor if desired. The button is two small overlapping squares in the top right of the dialog, immediately left of the X icon which
closes the dialog.

Case: 56402 Download zip button for attachments
You can now download all attachments in a single click from the Document List attachments popup. The new Download All button
at the bottom of this dialog will generate a single .zip file which includes all the files.

Case: 56460 Don't auto-execute the Report Execution Log
Changed the Report Execution Log report to not auto-execute on load so that users have a chance to specify filter options before
executing.
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